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\| fE are told that
Y Y overmostoithe

extensively cleared
areas of Australia,
clearing has ceased.
Unfortunately this
statement ls not true;
clearing is still going
on, but it is clearing
by ecologica l  pro-
cesses and these must
be managed. It is not
sufficient to put a
fence around remnant
vegetation and say we
are protecting it. We
will need to manage
actively because the ecological
imperatives are leading to the
degradation ofremnantpatches with
detrimental feedback to ecological
processes.

Ecologicol consequences
of cleoring ond

frogmentotion of notive
vegetotion

The removal ofnative vegetation
on a broad scale is a non-randorrr
process that leads to a collection of
fragmented vegetation patches in a
matrix of different vegetation and/
or land uses. The result is a series of
fragments or remnants located in
different positions in the landscape,
on different soil types, possessing
different vegetation types and
associated fauna, and varying in
size, shape, isolation and type of
ownership. What are the ecological

"When you fly ... yau quickly reolise
lhot nolure grows in stroight lines ,.,

consequences of this reduction and
fragmentation of native vegetation?

As soon as a patch is created so
is an edge. Overmost ofthe country
subject to large scale clearing,
remnant vegetation is mainly edge
and in many cases these are fairly
linear. When you fly over these
regions you quickly realise that
nature grows in straight lines and
that is the way we manage these
landscapes. We are starting to think
about fencing to soil t)?e but the
c o mpartmental i sati o n of our
landscapes is still a major problem
for management. If we look at the
trees, shrubs and grasses along an
edge of a patch of remnant
vegetation we can see how they are
now exposed to a whole series of
forces they were not exposed to
before that land was cleared. This rs

simply illustrated by
thinking about stand-
ing outside on a very
cold,  windy day.
Much more protection
is afforded by standing
in the middle of a
group ofpeople as it is
a damn sight colderon
the edge than the
middle.

Removal of native
vegetation results in
changes in radiation
fluxes with increases
in so lar  radiat ion
Ieading to h i  gher

temperatures during the day. There
are also increases in re-radiation at
night resulting in lower night
temperatures. Surface and soil
temperatures increase in range and
may be very much greater by day
and lower at night than before
clearing took place. There also may
be an edge-effect in relation to solar
radiation depending on the angle of
the sun; the higher the latitude, the
more it penetrates the edge of the
remnant. The implications ofthese
factors alone are significant.
Changes in microclimate may result
in  changes in  the species
composition atthe edges ofremnants
and may have major impacts on the
soil biota with potential effects on
ecological processes such as nutrient
cycling. In addition, species present
before clearing may not be able to
be re-establ ished because thc
changed microclimate may not
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provide a suitable environment for
them. These ef fects  wi l l  bc
exacerbated by grazing.

Clearing native vegetation also
results in changes to the pattem of
wind flow across the landscape, with
I  ess res is tance and protect ion.
Species that established themselves
when the vegetative cover was
continuous were relatively well-
protected from the effects of wind.
Jncreased exposure olten results in
increasing rates of wind throw and
wind pruning of dominant plant
species. This creates gaps in cover
with increased chances for invasive
species to establish. Increased
exposure to wind can lead to
increases in evapo-transpiration,
reduced humidity and increasing
dessication rates. Increased wind
may also lead to increases in fall of
litter with potential for changes rn
the litter fauna and changes rn
nutrient cycling. In addition, there
may be increasing movement ofdust
and seed into patches from the
outside, further increasing the
chances ofinvasion by species lrom
outside the remnant.

One of the interesting things
about native vegetation is that it ls
resistant to weed invasion until two
things happen: disturbance and
enrichment. With the combination
of forces now operating, patches
are often subjected to both. There
are some interesting examples of
this. It is possible in some patches to
seewhere farmers have thrown dead
sheep, and in doing so, they have
created a disturbance and as the
carcass rots nutrient enrichment
fo l lows.  There is  usual ly  a
tremendous seed source in the wool
and it is easy to see these foci of
weed invasion with the invaders
radiating from them. The same
phenomenon can be seen in a patch
with an active wedge{ail eagle's
nest. The adults bring parts ofsheep
carcasses backto that nest, tear them
apart ,  drop the wool ,  o f ten
containing seed, onto the ground
and void their 1'aeces over the edge
of the nest. Scavengers, like foxes,
scrape aruund and again there is
dish.rbance, enrichment, and a seed
source. These might sound like small
ecological processes within small

patches, however, over time they
may become major  degrading
impacts.

Major  changes in  the
hydrological cycle result from the
removal or thinning of native
vegetation. Problems with changes
in the water  tab le,  inc luding
waterlogging and increased salinig,
wi l l  be fami l iar  to  a l l  West
Australians, but clearing can also
Iead to more soil erosion, larger
flood events, and redistribution of
nutrients from farmland into
remnants. Dryland salinity is now a
major problem in many parts of
Australia. In addition, saline waters
flow into watercourses leading to
destruct ion of  f reshwater
ecosystems and loss of potable
water. lt is ironic that in the driest
continent after Antarctica, some of
our major environmental problems
stem from 1oo much water in the
landscape.

Loss ofnative vegetation and its
fragmentation have a number of
biotic consequences that can be
moderated by a number of factors.
For example, time since isolation or
creation of the remnant is a major
modi$ing factor. The Theory of
lsland Biogeography states that at
the t ime of  iso lat ion the is land 1 in
this case remnant patch) is catrying
more species than it is capable of
canlring over time and so species
will be lost. This is the process of
'species relaxation'. Comparing the

species component of Tasmania with
mainland Australia illustrates the
truth of this theory. Tasmania rs
poorer in species. This is a function
of area. The longer a remnant has
been isolated the more species it will
lose. The extensively cleared areas
throughout Australia have already
lost much of the native vegetation
dependent fauna. That has been a
fairly rapid response but the flora rs
following the same path, although
the loss ofplant species will to take
much longer. The dominant tree
species may take hundreds of years
befbre they disappear from regions,
but unless we bear this in mind and
work to counteract those losses we
are going to see that ecological
clearing continue. The point to note
i5 lha l  remnanls u i l l  lose species
over  l ime and th is  u i l l  pose major
management problems.

The number of species lost will
also be modified by the distribution
of native vegetation and the dispersal
mechanisms of  the p lants and
animals ofthe remnant. The shorter
the distance between remnants and
the greater the number of spectes
with the abilib/ to cross that distanuc,
the greater will be the chances ofthe
species remaining. Some species,
which require other species to help
them move around the landscape,
are doomed iftheir transport is lost
fiom the area, eg some species of the
genus Santalum when the emu rs
lost from an area.

Suondong seeds ln an emu piap (photo: F. Falcaner)
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horticultural, etc (but not
for urban development)
purposes has been
cleared. However there is
st i l l  the danger  of
whittling away at the
remainder; the supposed
'death ofa thousand cuts' .
There is no doubt that
both educat ion and
legislation are required to
hal t  th is  process.
Legislation needs to put
a l l  appl icat ions for
c lear ing in to a
perspective that shows
transparently that the
planned clearing will not
result in the loss of a
remnant  of  h igh
conservation value or of
high ecological value, or
lead to further
degradation of ecosystem
processes. That means
identifring and weighing its value
as part ofthe ecological function of
the area; in its wateruse, moderation
oferosion, etc. Individual trees also
require this R?e of protection.

At present we hear talk of 'net

gain' of vegetation. Unfoi'tunately,
unless there is considerably more
act ion and very much greater
expertise in landscape design,
anybody talking about a net gain of
vegetation is deluding themself'. In
Australia at the moment - anddespite
al l  the rhetor ic  in  terms of
revegetation - we face a massive net
loss. We hear of off-set programs
where one patch could be cleared
subject to creation of an equivalent
patch. Creation involves all strata,
f rom dominant  t rees through
understorey, including grasses. It
also involves establishing fungal-
p lant  associat ions and other
ecologically functional elements.
We do not yet have the ability to
restore to the same functional level
of that which we destroy.

The cr i t ica l  need of  nat ive
vegetation is management. Most
remnants are degrading.
Management of internal dynamics
ofremnants is necessary in order to
hal t  the process.  Wi th larger
remnants it may be necessary to
manipulate disturbance regimes like

fire as well as the population
dynamics of key organisms. In
addition it will be necessary to
examine external influences and sec
ifthey canbe moderated. On smaller
remnants it will be necessary to
concentrate on the external
influences. This means integrated
landscape management  on an
ecological basis with knowledge of
what each remnant contdbutes to
the ecological whole.

We need to va lue remnant
vegera l ion bel ter  in  an economic
context .  At  present ,  remnant
regetat ion on agr icu l tura l  land is
valued on the basis ofthe economrs
value ofthe land on which it occurs,
if put into agricultural production,
or on the contribution it adds
aesthetically to the resale price of
the property. This valuation system
is fundamentally flawed because it
takes no account ofthe contribution
the remnant vegetation makes by
providing a range of ecosystem
services from local to regional
scales.

In conclusion I would Iike to say
that  Austra l ians are current ly
standing at an ecological cross-road.
There is no way we can go back to
the landscapes of pre- 1750. Where
do we want to go? We can continue

down our present path; this will see
an estimated 15 million hectares of
agricultural land affected by salinity,
many rivers further degraded and
further loss of native plants and
animals. Or do we wish to deal with
the enr  i ronmenral  problemc in  order
to limit further loss of biodiversity
and other  envi ronmenta l
degradation? This means setting
priorities for action and reaching
thresholds of intervention to effect
change. These are the decisions w",
as a society, need to make.

I will finish with a conundrum
that interests me greatly. Anybody
who has been to a financial planner
or who reads the business section of
their newspaper will know that a
prime rule in ensuring a viable
financial future is not to put all our
financial eggs in one basket. Why
are we doing the opposite with
biodiversity, our greatest resource?
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With na regenerotion, this potch of woodlond cauld be termed the "living deod".




